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Abstract—Instant social video sharing which combines the online social network and user-generated short video streaming services, has
become popular in today’s Internet. Cloud-based hosting of such instant
social video contents has become a norm to serve the increasing users
with user-generated contents. A fundamental problem of cloud-based
social video sharing service is that users are located globally, who
cannot be served with good service quality with a single cloud provider.
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of dispersing instant social
video contents to multiple cloud providers. The challenge is that intercloud social propagation is indispensable with such multi-cloud social
video hosting, yet such inter-cloud traffic incurs substantial operational
cost. We analyze and formulate the multi-cloud hosting of an instant
social video system as an optimization problem. We conduct largescale measurement studies to show the characteristics of instant social
video deployment, and demonstrate the trade-off between satisfying
users with their ideal cloud providers, and reducing the inter-cloud data
propagation. Our measurement insights of the social propagation allow
us to propose a heuristic algorithm with acceptable complexity to solve
the optimization problem, by partitioning a propagation-weighted social
graph in two phases: a preference-aware initial cloud provider selection
and a propagation-aware re-hosting. Our simulation experiments driven
by real-world social network traces show the superiority of our design.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Instant social video sharing based on the combination of
online social networks and user-generated video streaming, has rapidly emerged as one of the most important
social media services for users to access contents online
[1]. A fundamental reason for the popularity of social
video sharing is that it satisfies the users’ inherent interests in sharing video contents which are generated and
uploaded by users themselves [2], with their friends [3].
When viewing such user-generated videos, other users
need to download the media files from servers over the
Internet.
As a result, the placement of instant social video content and the network performance between the servers
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Fig. 1. Multi-cloud hosting based on preference- and
propagation-aware social graph partition.

and the users can significantly affect the service quality
of instant social video sharing systems. For this reason,
many of them try to use the cloud-based services to deploy their systems, and take full advantage of the elastic
and geo-distributed server resource availability in the
cloud [4], [5], [6], [7]. Since online social network services
are generally targeted at a large scale of users distributed
at different geographic locations, to satisfy the needs
of users, possibly with different network conditions,
we may need to allocate servers across many different
geographic regions and ISPs, for the sake of achieving
better network performance by allocating servers in the
proximity of users [8].
Today, a number of online multimedia services can
be deployed over the geo-distributed cloud and network infrastructure [6]. Intuitively, multi-cloud hosting
provides better geographical diversity for servers, since
no single cloud provider is able to cover all the regions/ISPs across the Internet [9], to serve users with
their ideal servers. The growing trend of social application and the existing geo-distributed deployment for
online multimedia applications lead to the idea of multicloud instant social video hosting, or multi-cloud hosting in
short, in that the instant video contents are dispersed
to multiple cloud service providers, rather than a single
cloud provider. Fig. 1 gives an example of the multicloud hosting (details are to be presented in Sec. 3).
A fundamental difference between an instant social
video sharing system and a traditional content distri-
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bution system is the presence of content propagation
in the social network, in which social activities such as
sharing are demanded by users [3]. In the context of
multi-cloud hosting, besides storage and network cost,
social propagation can lead to a large volume of content
exchanges between different cloud providers, incurring
a high cost of inter-cloud content replication.
The reason is that cloud providers tend to block
content replication between the cloud providers with
custom tailored pricing schemes: (1) A cloud provider
typically encourages a social video sharing system to
host user-generated contents, e.g., the incoming traffic in
Amazon EC2 (Elastic Cloud Computing) is not charged
at all; and (2) a cloud provider charges much more for
the outgoing traffic to a different cloud provider than
inside the same cloud, e.g., for the first 10 TB data
transferred from an Virginia EC2 instance outside, the
price is 0.12 USD/GB if the traffic goes to a server
hosted by a different cloud provider, while it is only 0.02
USD/GB if the outgoing traffic remains in Amazon EC2,
even though both traffics transfer between the same pair
of locations [10].
Such a pricing scheme penalizes outbound transfers,
and establishes a roadblock that limits replication across
the boundary between different cloud providers, even
though such replication is indispensable in the context
of social video sharing, since users frequently share and
reshare content from one another [11]. Taking inter-cloud
propagation into account, we seek to study the design
space of a multi-cloud hosting strategy that can achieve
the following objectives: (1) Satisfying the cloud-provider
preference of users, so that users are hosted with their
ideal cloud providers — they can share contents to
friends and view contents generated by their friends
fast [12]; and (2) Reducing the cost of inter-cloud traffic
caused by social propagation between users hosted with
different cloud providers.
In this paper, we study how to efficiently host an instant social video system with multiple cloud providers
based on partition of a propagation-weighted social
graph. First, we conduct large-scale measurements to
study the benefit of hosting social video contents with
multiple cloud providers, the challenges with such
multi-cloud hosting, and design guidelines from social
propagation characteristics. Second, we formulate the
multi-cloud hosting as an optimization problem, which
is proven to be NP-hard. Third, based on our measurement insights, we propose to solve the problem
heuristically by dividing the partition into two phases:
an initial preference-aware cloud selection (so that users
can upload/download the instant videos to/from their
ideal servers), and a propagation-aware re-hosting (so as
to reduce the cost of replicating the content across the
boundary between multiple cloud providers caused by
the social propagation). Since only a small set of social
connections incurring a large amount of replication cost
are re-hosted in our design, the algorithm can efficiently
partition large-scale social graphs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. 2, we motivate our design by measurement studies
of real-world social video sharing and cloud systems.
In Sec. 3, we formulate the problem and present our
multi-cloud hosting design based on the preference- and
propagation-aware social graph partition. In Sec. 4, we
evaluate the performance of our design using tracedriven simulations. In Sec. 5, we discuss related work.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. 6.

2

M OTIVATION AND D ESIGN P RINCIPLES

In this section, we first present our motivation based on
measurement results of an instant social video sharing
system, then we present our measurement insights for
the multi-cloud hosting design for instant social video
contents.
2.1 Assumption: Hosting Users Instead of Contents
Before presenting the measurement results, we give the
assumption made in the multi-cloud hosting.
Social connections determine how contents propagate
between users in the online social network [1]. Content propagation over these social connections turns an
online social network to a “user-subscribing” network,
i.e., each user acts as a source which generates the
contents to be subscribed by others [2]. For this reason,
in our study of the multi-cloud hosting of a social video
sharing system, we focus on handling the hosting of
users, i.e., contents generated or shared by a user will
be hosted by the same cloud provider assigned to host
the user, and different cloud providers are assigned to
host different users. Note that content instead of users
is physically stored and served by the cloud servers.
These contents can be either static (e.g., photos uploaded
by users), or dynamical (e.g., pages generated according
to different contexts). The users are actually “logical”
instances, which generate and propagate contents in the
online social networks. Since users instead of content
are the key to social propagation, using users as logical
instances to determine which content should be hosted
by which servers is thus a simple design for propagationaware multi-cloud hosting.
The benefits of hosting contents of the same user in
the same cloud provider are as follows: (1) it avoids individually handling the user-generated contents, which
have an extremely large number [13]; and (2) developers
for the instant video sharing system can access a user’s
own contents locally, when they are hosted within the
same cloud [14].
Today, user-level redirection is feasible for several
content providers. For example, two different users will
use different URLs (associated with their IDs) to download the same content from different servers. As social
networks are popularly used by users, such user-aware
redirection will be more practical in the future.
The problem is then to determine which cloud
provider is assigned to host which user.
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Measurement Setup

To motivate our design, we present the measurement on
users’ cloud-provider preference, the replication roadblock across the boundary between different cloud
providers, and the propagation characteristics in instant
social video sharing systems, respectively. We use active
and trace-based measurements as follows.
2.2.1

Instant Video Sharing and Social Propagation

We have obtained content upload and request traces
from Weishi from the technical team of Tencent, an
instant social video sharing system based in China.
In Weishi, short videos (in 10 seconds) are generated
by individuals and shared with their “followers”. Each
video in Weishi is transcoded into the following versions:
a) 480x480, 2000 Kbps; b) 480x480, 1050 Kbps; c) 480x480,
500 Kbps; d) 480x480, 300 Kbps. The Weishi traces record
two types of user activities in April 2014: (1) Video
upload: each record records when a video is generated
and uploaded by a particular user; (2) Video download:
each item records when a video with a particular version
is download by which user, and from which server.
To further study social propagation between users,
we have also obtained Weibo traces, containing valuable
runtime data of the system in 6 months (June 2011 —
November 2011). We have collected two types of traces
as follows: (1) the social relationship database, which
records how users are socially connected to each other
at different time points; (2) the microblogs, which are
messages posted by the users — each entry includes
the ID, name, IP address of the publisher, time stamp
when the microblog is posted, IDs of the parent and root
microbloggers if it is a re-post [15].
Weibo and Weishi are different social networks, and
different types of online social network services may
have different social propagation patterns and characteristics. To jointly use them for studying the service
deployment for instant social video service, we carry out
the following preprocessing: (1) We choose the traces of
Weibo and Weishi, instead of Twitter and Vine, because
Weishi and Weibo share a significant fraction of users,
as Weishi was developed based on the social graph
of Weibo; (2) In Weibo, we only use the propagation
traces of videos, and remove other types of multimedia
contents, to study the propagation patterns of videos.
2.2.2

PlanetLab-based Active Measurement

To practically study the user preference with servers
located at different geographic regions over the world,
we use PlanetLab-based experiments. We simulate user
activities on the PlanetLab nodes, and let them download from and upload to cloud servers allocated from
Amazon EC2 (Elastic Cloud Computing) [16], to study
the user preference of different cloud regions.
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Fig. 2. User preference of regions in the Amazon cloud
service.
2.3 Benefits from Multi-Cloud Hosting
2.3.1 Diverse Regions/ISPs Improve Service Quality
To show that diverse server deployment improves the
service quality in instance social video sharing, we study
the performance of users downloading contents from
servers at different geographic locations. In particular,
we measure the time users (PlanetLab nodes) spend
on downloading contents from the servers allocated at
different locations (7 Amazon regions are selected). The
content size is 1 MB, and users download the content
over HTTP, from the same type of web server. We
repeated these download experiments in one week, and
calculated the average download speeds of the users,
to infer their preference of servers deployed at different
regions.
Fig. 2 shows the preference of 55 PlanetLab nodes randomly distributed in different locations over the world.
These nodes download the same content from servers
deployed at 7 different regions which are randomly
selected from Amazon regions. A pair of bars represent
the fraction of each region being selected as the “ideal”
region (i.e., a PlanetLab node downloads the contents
from the region at the highest speed), against the “worst”
region (i.e., a PlanetLab node downloads the contents
from the region at the slowest speed), respectively. We
observe that all the regions have an opportunity to be
selected as the ideal region by users, indicating that
different users have different region preference.
2.3.2 Multiple Cloud Providers Cover More Service Regions
Today’s cloud providers are scaling their services globally, by building datacenters at different regions and with
different ISPs around the world. However, it is difficult
for a single cloud provider to cover all the possible
regions/ISPs that an instant social video sharing system
requires, to serve the users with servers deployed at their
ideal regions [9].
For example, the Amazon EC2 has deployed servers at
9 regions, including 1. Virginia, 2. Oregon, 3. California,
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2.4 Challenges of Multi-cloud Hosting for Instant
Social Video Service
Next, we study the statistics of content uploads and requests in an instant video sharing service, the replication
limitation caused by the pricing schemes of the cloud
providers, and the dynamics of social propagation in an
instant social video sharing system.
2.4.1

Instant Video Uploads and Requests

Based on the Weishi traces, we measure the content
uploads and requests in an instant social video sharing
service. We first study the statistics of the number of
video uploads and requests in one day, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The two curves in this figure represent the number
of instant videos uploaded/requested by users in each
time slot (1 hour) over time. We observe that both the
upload and request curves demonstrate daily patterns,
with the peak hours at 8pm and 10pm, respectively.
We also observe that the average number of requests is
around 100x larger than that of uploads, indicating that it
is likely for the popular videos to be requested by many
users, located at different regions. It is thus necessary to
deploy these contents into multiple clouds.
We next study the elapse between the upload of a
video and the requests. We plot the CDF of the elapse
between the upload time of a video and the time the
first request for the video was issued in Fig. 4, over
300, 000 videos. We observe that more than 40% (resp.
55% and 85%) of the videos were requested 1 hour (resp.
8 hours and 24 hours) after they were uploaded. These
observations show that it is necessary for instant videos
to be deployed into multiple clouds timely.
2.4.2

Inter-Cloud Replication Cost

Another challenge is the inter-cloud replication cost,
which is the cost from replicating contents between
cloud providers due to social propagation. In this paper,
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4. Ireland, 5. Frankfurt, 6. Singapore, 7. Tokyo, 8. Sydney,
and 9. Sao Paulo [16], but these regions fail to locally
serve users at some locations, e.g., users in China. On
the other hand, some Chinese cloud providers including
Tencent Cloud [17] can provide servers in a variety of
these regions in China.
It is promising for a social video sharing system to
allocate servers from a larger range of regions and ISPs,
by utilizing more cloud providers.
Measurement insight. We observe that (1) different cloud providers have deployed servers at different regions/ISPs, and (2) user preference of different
regions/ISPs is very different. As a result, multi-cloud
hosting of an instant social video sharing system is appealing, since multiple cloud providers allow the system
to host contents at a large range of regions/ISPs, so as
to improve the possibility for users to download from
and upload to their ideal servers.
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Fig. 4. CDF of elapse between upload and the first
request.

propagation cost and replication cost are interchangeable. Taking the bandwidth pricing schemes used by
Amazon EC2 [10] as example, we observe two important pricing schemes used in today’s cloud providers
as follows. (1) Incoming content encouragement. It is observed that cloud providers do not charge the incoming
traffic from the Internet, i.e., in the cloud-based social
video sharing system, the contents generated by users
can be uploaded to servers of any cloud providers for
free. (2) Inter-cloud replication roadblock. However, it is
observed that the outgoing traffic is generally charged.
Specifically, the cloud providers charge a regular price of
the outgoing traffic when contents are transferred from
inside one cloud to another cloud provider; while they
charge much less when the outgoing traffic is inside
the same cloud. For example, the price scheme for the
first 10 TB outgoing traffic in Amazon EC2 is illustrated
in Table 1. When data is transferred outside an EC2
server at Virginia, the price is 0.12 USD/GB on average
if the traffic goes to a server hosted by a different cloud
provider; while it is only 0.02 USD/GB if the outgoing
traffic remains in Amazon EC2.
This pricing scheme restricts the social video sharing
systems from freely extending their service to multiple
cloud providers, given that contents are indispensably
replicated between servers in different cloud providers
because of the social propagation between users hosted
with different cloud providers. Note that the pricing in
our study is an input: Our design tries to reduce the
replication cost caused by the data transfer price between
different cloud providers.
2.4.3 Dynamics of Social Propagation
Another challenge is related to the dynamics of social
topology.
Creation and removal of social connections. One year since
it was online, social connections within Tencent Weibo
were still changing dramatically. Fig. 5 illustrates the
creation and removal ratios of social connections related
to a sample of 1 million users over time (i.e., any social
connection that connects at least one user in the 1 million
users is included).
In Fig. 5(a), we have a baseline of the number of
social connections in June 2011, and each sample in the
“social connection created” curve represents the creation
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Fig. 5. Dynamics of social connections in Tencent Weibo
after it was online.
ratio of social connections since then, while each sample
in the “social connection removed” curve represents
the removal ratio of social connections since then. The
creation and removal of social connections among users
are relatively dynamical — in 5 months, over 65% new
social connections are created. Besides, much more social
connections are created (friending or following others)
than removed (un-friending or un-following others).
Similar results are also observed in a period of one week
in November 2011 in Fig. 5(b).
For a newly deployed social video sharing system, the
social connections can change dramatically over time for
a long period.
Measurement insight. Multi-cloud hosting of a social
video sharing system is challenging, because (1) the
cloud providers are using pricing schemes that block
the replication of contents between cloud providers, and
(2) the social topology is changing dynamically due to
frequent creation and removal of the social connections
after the social video sharing system is deployed.
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Principles Learnt from Measurement Studies

We study the characteristics of the social propagation in
the online social network, which can guide the multicloud hosting design.
2.5.1 A Few Server Regions Are Enough for Most of the
Users
After a content is generated or shared by a user in the
online social network, her friends are the ones who are
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Fig. 7. CDF of the propagation weights of social connections.

to view the content. As mentioned above, these friends
have different preference of regions to download the
contents from. We study how many server regions are
required to host a user so that every friend of her can
download the content from their ideal regions. Based on
the Weibo traces, we retrieve users’ geographic locations
and estimate their ideal server regions based on the
geographic distance, i.e., an ideal server region is one
closest to the user.
Fig. 6 illustrates the CDF of the number of regions
demanded by a user so that all her friends can download
the content from their ideal regions. We observe that this
number follows a heavy-tailed distribution, i.e., while
some of the users need to be hosted with many regions to
serve their friends with their ideal regions, most of the
users only need a small number of regions, which are
highly possible to be covered by a single cloud provider
(which is different for different users). Since the first
type of users tend to be hosted by almost all the cloud
providers available to the social video sharing system, in
our design, we are focused on the second type of users,
to determine which cloud provider is assigned to host
which user.
2.5.2 A Few Social Connections Incur a Large Amount
of Propagation
In an online social network, users can reach the content
generated by others through the social connections between them. We observe that the number of contents
propagating over different social connections can be
quite different. In Fig. 7, we plot the CDF of the propagation weight (i.e., the number of reshares via a particular
social connection in 1 day) of 10, 000 social connections,
randomly chosen from all the social connections among
all the 1 million users.
We observe that the distribution of the propagation
weight over different social connections is also heavytailed. To reduce the cost of inter-cloud traffic, we need
to take social connections with the dominating propagation weight into account when applying the multi-cloud
hosting.
Measurement insight. We observe that, (1) for most
of the users, each individual of them only needs a
few number of regions to serve the contents for her
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followers, which can be provided by a single cloud
provider, though multiple cloud providers are needed
to cover regions for all of the users as different users
need different sets of cloud providers; (2) only a few
number of social connections incur a large amount of
social propagation, which is the cause of the dominate
inter-cloud data transfer cost.
Based on the measurement insights, we will present
our design of the multi-cloud hosting of an instant video
sharing media system in Sec. 3.

3

M ULTI -C LOUD H OSTING : D ETAILED D E -

SIGN

Fig. 8 illustrates the framework of our instant social
video multi-cloud hosting proposal. We design the instant video content hosting strategies following a datadriven approach. We collect the following information:
(1) the social propagation information, including the
social graph between users, how they generate videos
and how these contents propagate via social connections;
and (2) the cloud information, including locations and
ISPs of cloud servers, their upload/download speeds to
users, and the resource price of these cloud servers (e.g.,
storage, data). Based on these information, we carry out
the multi-cloud hosting strategies, to partition users to
different cloud providers, such that users can receive
videos with good streaming quality, as well as that the
overall content replication cost is minimized.
We need to strategically determine which users should
be hosted by which cloud provider, so as to not only
satisfy users’ cloud-provider preference but also reduce
the cost of inter-cloud content replication. In this section,
we present our detailed design for instant social video
multi-cloud hosting.
Fig. 1 illustrates the idea of hosting an instant social
video sharing system with multiple cloud providers
based on the preference- and propagation-aware social
graph partition. In this figure, a, b, . . . , f represent users
in the social network, and r1, r2, . . . , r6 represent regions
with servers deployed by two cloud providers A and B,
where {r1, r2, r3} ∈ A and {r4, r5, r6} ∈ B. Each user
can generate and share a number of contents, which will
be downloaded by her friends. The segments between
users represent the social connections, which can be
retrieved from the online social network. The thickness
of a segment represents the propagation level between
two users, i.e., a thicker segment indicates that more
contents propagate between two users. Recall that such
propagation will cause the content replication between
the servers where the two users are hosted, as presented
in Sec. 2.
We assume that users a, b, and c prefer cloud A,
while users d, e, and f prefer cloud B, i.e., better
download and upload performance can be achieved if
they are hosted with their ideal cloud provider. In this
example, we observe that the partition (indicated by
the two large dashed circles) of the users can satisfy

the preference of all users, as well as minimize the
inter-cloud propagation, since the propagation weights
of social connections (c, d) and (c, e) are much smaller
than that of other social connections. However, in most
of the cases, satisfying users’ cloud-provider preference
and minimizing the inter-cloud propagation will conflict
(e.g., when the propagation weight between c and d is
very large), and we need to strategically achieve the two
objectives jointly.
Next, we present the formulation of the multi-cloud
hosting problem, and our solution based on the measurement insights.
3.1 Problem Formulation
In this subsection, we will formulate the multi-cloud
hosting of an instant social video sharing service into
an optimization problem. In particular, the objectives we
seek to achieve are as follows: (1) we need to satisfy the
cloud-provider preference of users who are influenced
to download the contents shared by their friends; (2)
we need to satisfy the cloud-provider preference of
users who generate and upload the contents; and (3) we
need to reduce the inter-cloud traffic caused by social
propagation between users that are hosted with different
cloud providers.
Before we present the details of our design, we summarize some important notations in Table 2.
3.1.1 Social Graph and Multiple Cloud Providers
Let G = {V, E} denote the social graph with each node
u ∈ V representing a user in the online social network,
and each edge euv ∈ E denoting the propagation weight
from user u to user v. Let C denote the set of cloud
providers that the instant social video sharing system
can be hosted with. Each cloud provider c ∈ C has a set
of regions Rc where users can be hosted.
3.1.2 Cloud Preference of a User
The cloud-provider preference of a user includes the
following two perspectives: (1) improving the download
performance by hosting the user with a cloud so that the
user’s friends can download from regions that are close
to them; and (2) improving the upload performance by
hosting the user with a cloud with regions that are close
to the user himself.
Local download index. Let Q(u, c) denote the local download index of hosting user u with cloud c, to satisfy
her friends to download from local regions. Q(u, c) is
calculated as follows:
X
Q(u, c) =
max χ(v, s),
v∈Fu

s∈Rc

where Fu is the set of user u’s friends in the online
social network, rv is the region where user v is located,
and χ(v, s) denotes the preference level for user v to
download contents that are hosted at region s. χ(v, s)
depends on the network condition between user v and
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User Information:
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- Video Generation
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- Social Propagation

Social graph (dash line) and
propagation (arrow)
in instant social video service

Instant
Social Video
Multi-Cloud
Hosting

Cloud Information:
- Server Location
- Server ISP
- Server-User Speed
- Resource Price
Multiple cloud providers
covering different regions

Fig. 8. Framework of instant social video multi-cloud hosting.
TABLE 2
Important notations
Symbol

Definition

u, v, w
c, d, f
G
=
{V, E}
C
euv
Rc
Fu
χ(v, s)

Indices for users in the online social network
Indices for cloud providers
The social graph with users in set V and social connections in set E
The set of cloud providers
The propagation weight of social connection u → v
The set of regions in cloud provider c
The set of friends of user u
The preference level for user v to download contents
from servers at region s
The preference level for user v to upload contents to
servers at region s
The local download index of user u hosted with cloud
provider c
The local upload index of user u hosted with cloud
provider c
The preference of user u to the cloud provider c
The cost of inter-cloud replication between user u and
her friends if u is hosted with cloud provider c
The data-transfer price of inter-cloud traffic from cloud
c to cloud d
The parameter used to balance satisfying users’ cloudprovider preference and reducing inter-cloud propagation
The gain of re-hosting users using the strategy X
The cost caused by inter-cloud propagation in the rehosting
A threshold used to determine which social connections are considered in the re-hosting.

χ′ (v, s)
Q(u, c)
W (u, c)
ψ(u, c)
Y (u, c)
pcd
α

γX
φ(·)
η

region s, and large χ(v, s) indicates that better network
performance can be achieved in the download. The
rationale of Q(u, c) is that hosting a user u with a cloud
c with large Q(u, c) can benefit her friends, who can
download the contents generated or shared by user u
from their ideal cloud regions.

Local upload index. We also seek to find an ideal server
for the user himself to upload the generated contents
to. Let W (u, c) denote the local upload index, which
represents the upload performance achieved at user u
when u is hosted with cloud c. W (u, c) is defined as
follows:
W (u, c) = max χ′ (u, s)Ku ,
s∈Rc

where χ′ (u, s) denotes the preference level for user u
to upload his generated contents to a server at region
s, and Ku is the average amount of content that can
be generated by user u in the next time slot. A larger
local upload index W (u, c) indicates that better upload
gain can be achieved when u is hosted with the cloud
provider c.
In our experiments, χ(v, s) and χ′ (v, s) can be estimated either by the geographic distance between the
user and the server region, or using the historical network performance.
Cloud-provider preference of a user. In our design, the
overall cloud-provider preference of a user takes both
the local download performance (for the user’s friends)
and local upload performance (for the user himself) into
consideration. The overall cloud-provider preference of
a user is then the combination of the two indices. We
denote ψ(u, c) as user u’s preference of cloud provider
c, defined as follows:
ψ(u, c) = Q(u, c) + βu W (u, c),

(1)

where βu is an implementation parameter used to combine the two indices, depending on the characteristics of
a user, e.g., a large βu for a user who frequently generates
and uploads contents from a mobile device, so that a
cloud provider with servers the user can upload content
fast to will have a larger preference index ψ(u, c) with
the user.
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3.1.3 Replication Cost Due to Inter-Cloud Propagation
As a unique cost in the multi-cloud hosting, the intercloud traffic cost is caused by the social propagation
between users that are hosted with different cloud
providers, due to the pricing scheme of the cloud
providers we have shown in Sec. 2. In the online social
network, the common social activities such as sharing
contents [3] make the contents associate with different
users dynamically.
Due to the high cost of replicating contents from
servers in one cloud to servers in another cloud, we
need to take the cost of inter-cloud content replication
caused by social propagation into account. We define the
replication cost for user u hosted with cloud c as follows:
X 1
(pCu Cv euv + pCv Cu evu ),
Y (u, c) =
2
v∈Fu

where pcd is the data transfer price for replicating a
content from cloud c to cloud d, i.e., the price that the
instant social video sharing system has to pay when
contents are replicated between two cloud providers
rather than inside one cloud provider. Cu is the cloud
with which user u is hosted. pCu Cv euv is the cost of intercloud traffic of social connection (u, v), depending on the
actual pricing scheme used by cloud providers. Next,
we will discuss how these objectives are achieved in our
multi-cloud hosting design.
3.1.4 Problem Formulation and Analysis
Optimization. To satisfy users’ cloud-provider preference
as well as reducing the inter-cloud propagation, the
multi-cloud hosting can be formulated as an optimization problem by combining the two objectives, as follows:
X
max
αψ(u, Cu ) − (1 − α)γY (u, Cu ),
(2)
{Cu |u∈V}

u∈V

subject to:
Cu ∈ C, ∀u ∈ V,
where Cu is the objective variable that determines the
cloud provider with which user u is hosted, γ is the parameter used to combine the inter-cloud propagation cost
(The cost caused by content replication across boundaries of different cloud servers due to social propagation) with the users’ cloud-provider preference, and α
is the parameter to adjust the weight between the two
objectives. The optimization variables give the choices of
cloud providers for users in the online social network.
Proof of NP-Hardness. The optimization to determine
the multi-cloud hosting is NP-hard in general.
Proof: To prove this, we reduce a MCP (Multiterminal Cut Problem) [18], which is NP-hard, to it. In the
MCP, we are given an edge-weighted graph G and a
subset of k vertices called terminals, and asked for a minimum weight set of edges that separates each terminal
from all the others. Next, we show that the MCP can be
reduced to the multi-cloud hosting problem. We build a

social graph G′ which has the same structure with G. The
reduction is as follows. (1) We have k cloud providers
c1 , c2 , . . . , ck for the multi-cloud hosting, and the datatransfer price between any two cloud providers is 1. (2)
We let the propagation weight of a social connection in
G′ be the same as the edge weight of the corresponding
edge in G. (3) Without loss of generality, we let users
u1 , u2 , . . . , uk in G′ be the ones corresponding to the
k terminals in G, and we assign the cloud-provider
preference of users as follows:


ψ(ui , cj ) = 0, i > k, j = 1, 2, . . . , k
ψ(ui , cj ) = 0, j 6= i, i = 1, 2, . . . , k ,


ψ(ui , cj ) = L, j = i, i = 1, 2, . . . , k
where L is a const cloud-provider preference, which can
be assigned with a value large enough (e.g., the sum of all
propagation weight) so that every user ui , i = 1, 2, . . . , k
has to be hosted with the cloud ci to achieve the optimal
multi-cloud hosting. Thus, the k users will be separated
from each other in the multi-cloud hosting (they are
hosted with different cloud providers respectively) while
the overall social propagation is minimized. If the multicloud hosting problem can be solved, then the solution of
the original MCP can be achieved as well, i.e., the set of
edges corresponding to the social connections between
any two cloud providers. Thus, the multi-cloud hosting
problem is NP-hard.
3.2 Heuristic Multi-Cloud Hosting
Based on our measurement insights, we design a heuristic algorithm to solve the multi-cloud hosting problem.
Algorithm 1 presents our strategy to partition the social
graph, determining which users should be hosted with
which cloud providers. Our algorithm includes two
phases as follows: (1) In the initial preference-aware
cloud selection (lines 2 – 4), a user is assigned to a cloud
provider according to only the cloud-provider preference
of hosting a user (ψ(u, c)), without considering the social
propagation; (2) In the propagation-aware re-hosting
(lines 5 – 14), pairs of users are assigned with different
cloud providers to reduce the inter-cloud propagation.
We will present the two phases as follows.
3.2.1 Preference-Aware Initial Hosting
In this phase, an initial cloud provider is assigned to
host each user, only according the cloud-provider preference (ψ(u, c)) of users. For each user in the online
social network, the ideal cloud provider is the one that
can maximize its cloud-provider preference among all
available cloud providers (line 3). After the initial cloud
selection, users are assigned to the cloud providers that
can maximize their preference; however, such assignment can result in a large cost of inter-cloud propagation
(Y (u, c)). Next, users are adjusted to reduce the intercloud propagation.
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic multi-cloud hosting algorithm
1: procedure M ULTI -C LOUD H OSTING
2:
for all u ∈ V do
3:
Cu ← arg maxc∈C ψ(u, c)
4:
end for
5:
Sort social connections in their propagation
weight’s descending order
6:
repeat
7:
{u, v}, Cu 6= Cv ← head of the sorted list
8:
Calculate γA , γB , γC and γD in Eq. (3)
′
9:
γX
= max{γA , γB , γC , γD }
10:
if X ∈ {B, C, D} then
11:
Re-host user u and user v accordingly
(Sec. 3.2.2)
12:
end if
13:
Remove social connection {u, v} from the
sorted list
′
14:
until γX
<η
15: end procedure

3.2.2

Propagation-Aware Re-Hosting

Our re-hosting strategy is to change the cloud providers
for users so that the inter-cloud replication cost can be
reduced. The re-hosting procedure works as follows.
First, the social connections are ranked between users
that are not hosted with the same cloud in the descending order of the propagation weight (line 5). A pair of
users who have a large propagation weight between
them are can be hosted with the same cloud to reduce
the inter-cloud replication cost.
Second, we present the re-hosting approach. Let u
and v denote the pair of users whose social connection
has the largest propagation weight. Fig. 9 illustrates the
schemes that we can apply to improve the partition:
(1) keep the original hosting strategy, as illustrated in
Fig. 9(A); (2) re-host u to the cloud by which v is hosted,
as illustrated in Fig. 9(B); (3) re-host v to the cloud by
which u is hosted, as illustrated in Fig. 9(C); and (4)
re-host both u and v to a new cloud provider f , as
illustrated in Fig. 9(D). We can improve the performance
by applying one among the four strategies, to re-host u
and v with one cloud.
Third, to determine which strategy is used to re-host
user u and user v, we use the following heuristic: we
define a gain γX , X ∈ {A, B, C, D} for each re-hosting
scheme. γA is the gain of hosting user u with cloud c,
and user v in cloud d, without any change to the original
hosting (it is the baseline); γB is the gain of hosting users
u and v with cloud d; γC is the gain of hosting users u
and v with cloud c; and γD is the gain of hosting users u
and v with a new cloud provider f . The gain is defined

as follows:
γA = 0
γB = α[ψ(u, d) − ψ(u, c)] − (1 − α)φ(u → d)
γC = α[ψ(v, c) − ψ(v, d)] − (1 − α)φ(v → c)
γD = maxf 6=c,d {α[ψ(u, f ) + ψ(v, f ) − ψ(u, c)
−ψ(v, d)] − (1 − α)φ(u, v → f )}

,

(3)

where the first part (α[·]) is the gain of improving the
cloud-provider preference of user u and v according to
the re-hosting, and the second part (−(1 − α)φ(·)) represents the gain by reducing the inter-cloud replication
cost under different re-hosts. φ(·) is defined as follows:
 1P

w|C(w)=c γ(pcd ewu + pdc euw )

 2 1P
u→d


−

w|C(w)=d γ(pcd euw + pdc ewu )
2

P


1


w|C(w)=d γ(pdc ewv + pcd evw )
2

v→c

 −1 P
w|C(w)=c γ(pdc evw + pcd ewv )
2
.
P
1


w|C(w)=c γ(pcd ewu + pdc euw )
 2 P



− 21 w|C(w)=f γ(pcf euw + pf c ewu )


u, v → f
P



+ 12 w|C(w)=d γ(pdc ewv + pcd evw )


 1P
− 2 w|C(w)=f γ(pdf evw + pf d ewv )

The re-hosting is performed according to the value of
the gains. Among γA , γB , γC and γD , if γA is the largest,
u will remain in cloud c and v in cloud d; if γB is the
largest, u will be hosted with cloud d; if γC is the largest,
v will be hosted with cloud c; otherwise, v will be hosted
and u with a new cloud provider f , which can maximize
the re-hosting gain.
Fourth, in our heuristic re-hosting, social connections
with the largest propagation weight are first processed.
In each pass, we only consider the social connections that
can incur a high cost of inter-cloud traffic (as observed
in our measurement study, the fraction of such social
connections is very small). A threshold η is used to determine which social connections are considered in the rehosting. In our experiments, η is selected to terminate the
re-hosting loop when the fraction of social connections
touched exceeds 20% of all the social connections. The
rationale is that, according to our measurement insight
in Sec. 2.5.2, in a real online social video sharing system,
only the most “active” social connections will affect the
replication cost.
According to our design, the complexity of the algorithm is determined by the procedure of ranking
the social connections, as only a constant fraction of
the most influential social connections are considered
in the re-hosting. The complexity of the algorithm is
thus O(|E| log |E|), since only a constant fraction of the
most influential social connections are considered in our
algorithm. In a social network, as |V| is similar to |E|
[19], the complexity is then similar to O(|V| log |V|).

4

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our design using simulation experiments driven by the Weibo
traces. In our experiments, we will study the satisfaction
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of users’ cloud-provider preference, the reduction of
replication cost caused by inter-cloud social propagation,
and the efficiency of the heuristic algorithm.
Experiment Setup

Users and social graph. We have used a sample of 20, 000
users selected from the social graph of Tencent Weibo,
by a BFS-based collection from 10 random seed users,
i.e., we initialize a user set with the 10 seed users, and
iteratively add friends of users that are already in the
set, until the size of the set reaches 20, 000 or it is selfcontained.
Content generation and propagation. We also use the
traces of Tencent Weibo to drive the experiments. The
actions of posting microblogs in the traces are considered
as generating new contents, and the actions of sharing
microblogs are used to weight the social propagation
between the users. Contents generated and shared need
to be hosted with the cloud providers. Based on the
traces, we perform the social graph partition for the
multi-cloud hosting.
Cloud regions and prices. In these Weibo traces, about
80 regions are observed to have users located in. We
have randomly assigned each of these regions to one
of 6 cloud providers. We assume the cloud providers
have the same pricing scheme: (1) the price of outgoing
traffic to a different cloud provider is 1, and the price of
outgoing traffic to the same cloud provider is 0, i.e., the
roadblock of inter-cloud replication; and (2) the price of
incoming traffic is 0, i.e., the encouragement of incoming
contents from the Internet.
According to our design in Sec. 3, the locations of users
are used to calculate their preference of cloud providers,
according to Eq. 1.
Next, we present the results in our evaluation.
4.2

Fig. 11. Comparison between our algorithm and
the brute-force algorithm
with the optimal solution.

(D)

Fig. 9. Strategies of re-hosting a pair of users.

4.1

Fig. 10.
Satisfaction of
users’ cloud-provider preference.

Performance Evaluation

4.2.1 Satisfying Users’ Cloud Preference
First, we study how users’ cloud-provider preference
is satisfied in our design. In our experiments, a user’s

preference of a cloud provider is normalized, i.e., the
sum of the preference of all the cloud providers is 1. We
denote the normalized preference as ψ̄(u, C
Pu ), and use
the overall satisfaction of user preference ( u ψ̄(u, Cu ))
as the metric to evaluate the performance.
We study the satisfaction of user preference under
different weight of parameter α. Fig. 10 illustrates the
overall cloud-provider preference versus α. Different
curves are generated under different numbers of available cloud providers (out of all the 6 cloud providers) for
the multi-cloud hosting. We observe a general increase of
users’ cloud-provider preference as α grows using more
than 1 cloud providers, since the users’ cloud-provider
preference is more considered when α is larger. We also
observe that when more cloud providers are available
for the social video sharing system to choose from, the
overall cloud-provider preference can be improved.
4.2.2 Reducing Inter-Cloud Propagation
Next, we study the cost caused by inter-cloud propagation. To evaluate the cost, we define two metrics: (1)
the propagation
P cost of all inter-cloud social connections
calculated as u,v pCu Cv euv ; and (2) the number of social
connections that connect users hosted with different
cloud providers.
In Fig. 12, we study the impact of α on the cost of intercloud propagation. The curves in Fig. 12(a) illustrate the
propagation cost against α. We observe that the intercloud replication cost generally increases as α grows,
since the weight of the inter-cloud propagation becomes
smaller in the social graph partition. We also observe
that the cost increases much faster when α is larger. This
result indicates that strategies only considering users’
cloud-provider preference can incur a high inter-cloud
propagation cost for the social video sharing system.
The curves in Fig. 12(b) illustrate the numbers of the
inter-cloud social connections. We observe that more
social connections span different cloud providers when
α grows, and the increase speed of the number of intercloud social connections as α increases is much more
linear than the propagation cost. The reason is that our
algorithm tends to divide friends with small propagation
weight between them into different cloud providers, but
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keep them in the same cloud if the propagation weight
is large.
Performance Comparison

In our experiments, we have also compared our algorithm (with α = 0.5) with the following strategies: (1)
Random partition, in which users are randomly assigned
to the cloud providers; (2) Min-propagation, in which
users are partitioned to minimize the inter-cloud propagation; and (3) Max-preference, in which users are hosted
with their ideal cloud providers.
We study their performance by varying the number of
cloud providers that are available for the instant social
video sharing system to perform the multi-cloud hosting.
In Fig. 13(a), we first study the satisfaction of users’
cloud-provider preference. We observe that the user
preference increases in both our design and the maxpreference strategy; while the other two strategies cannot
benefit from the availability of more cloud providers.
We also observe that the max-preference strategy outperforms our design by about 12% when all the 6 cloud
providers can be utilized in the multi-cloud hosting.
However, the max-preference algorithm incurs much
larger inter-cloud replication cost due to the social propagation over the social connections between users hosted
with different cloud providers. The curves in Fig. 13(b)
illustrate the propagation cost against the number of
available cloud providers. We observe that both our
design and the min-propagation strategy remain very
low inter-cloud propagation cost as the number of cloud
providers increases, while the cost increases in both the
max-preference and random strategies as the number
of cloud providers increases. The inter-cloud propagation cost in the max-preference strategy is about 6
times larger than that in our design when all the cloud
providers can be utilized. The results indicate that our
design can well balance users’ cloud-provider preference
and the cost of inter-cloud propagation.
4.2.4
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Fig. 12. Replication cost caused by inter-cloud social
propagation.
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Since finding the optimal solution for deploying the
social video sharing system is generally NP-Hard, we
present the effectiveness of our heuristic algorithm. In
particular, we compare the combined objective defined
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social video sharing system.

Fig. 13. Comparison of different multi-cloud hosting algorithms under different number of cloud providers.

in Eq. 2 achieved by our algorithm, with the optimal
value achieved by a brute-force searching. In this experiment, we generate a graph with 10 nodes (users), who
have random preferences of 3 cloud providers.
By varying the number of the directed social connections between them, we compare the combined objective
value achieved by both algorithms in Fig. 11. We observe
that when the number of social connections (edges) is
under 30 (i.e., 1/3 of all possible social connections), our
algorithm achieves similar performance as the optimal
solution does — in a real social graph, the number of
social connections is much smaller than that [20]. Thus,
our algorithm has relatively good performance for the
real online social network systems.

5

R ELATED W ORK

5.1 Growth of Online Social Media and Cloud-based
Hosting
The philosophy of social media is to let users in an
online social network not only generate the content, but
also disseminate the generated content through social
connections [21], including the “following” relationship
in a Twitter-like system, and the “friending” relationship
in a Facebook-like system.
Cloud computing has been widely used to deploy
the social media systems. As both the number and
the geographic distribution of the users in an online
social media service are expanding, hosting such a social
media system can take full advantage of the elastic cloud
resource [14]. In [14], social graph is studied for locality
partition, while in our study, we design partition by
studying social propagation, which is determined by not
only the social graph, but also user behaviors.
There are several works on hosting a social media system with different cloud computing platforms. Cheng et
al. [5] have studied the migration of socialized videos in
YouTube to the cloud so as to balance the load between
servers. Wu et al. [6] have studied how to scale the social
media service using the geo-distributed cloud resource.
In our previous study, we presented that using a edge
cloud framework, users can benefit from downloading
from local servers [15] in social video streaming.
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5.2

Instant Social Video Delivery

Today, conventional content delivery strategies are still
used for delivering social contents, including the conventional CDN and P2P-based approaches [22]. Given
the crowdsourced content capturing and sharing, the
preferred length of online videos becomes shorter and
shorter. Taking Vine as a case study, Zhang et al. [1]
show that the instant social videos have short lifetime
and highly skewed popularity that fast decays over
time. Videos in these social trending media become
more fragmented and instantaneous, which have challenged the conventional content replication and streaming strategies. Our study is to bridge the gap between
the conventional content delivery strategies and instant
social video delivery requirements.
5.3

Social Propagation

In a social media system, contents propagate among
users due to a variety of social activities, e.g., users can
reshare contents that are originally generated by their
friends, so as to make the contents available to more
people in the online social network. To efficiently serve
the social media contents, the propagation information
has to be considered for the service deployment [23].
In an online social network, contents can be dynamically shared by social groups with very different size and
geographic distribution [24]. As a result, propagation
inference has become an important factor for improving
the performance of social media services — a number of
research efforts have been devoted to studying the content propagation in social media [2], including the traditional message propagation in Twitter-like microblogging systems [25], as well as the video propagation in
YouTube-like systems [26]. Xu et al. [27] studied how to
forecast video popularity of social video contents, and
observed that social propagation is a critical factor for
predicting social video contents.
5.4

Graph Partition for Distributed Social Media

A fundamental problem in hosting social video contents
with a distributed system is the partition of contents and
users in the social graph. Tran et al. [28] have studied
the partition of contents in an online social network by
taking users’ social relationship into consideration. Newman et al. [29] have studied the community structure in
the social network. Carrasco et al. [30] have proposed
to partition the social graph by dividing users’ activities
into different time phases, since the propagation levels
between two users vary over time.
These works have studied the hosting of a social
media system in the context of a single cloud provider,
or the cloud servers are treated equally even when
they are allocated from different cloud providers —
the replication roadblock across the boundary among
different cloud providers does not exist. However, this
assumption is no longer true under the pricing scheme
of today’s cloud providers [10].

In this paper, we seek to design a multi-cloud hosting
strategy based on a social graph partition, which jointly
takes users’ cloud-provider preference, the content propagation between users, and the replication roadblock
across the boundary between cloud providers caused by
their pricing schemes into account.

6

C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

In this paper, we have studied hosting an instant social
video sharing service with multiple cloud providers. Our
measurement studies not only confirm the benefit of
the multi-cloud hosting, but also reveal several guidelines for the multi-cloud hosting design. The multi-cloud
hosting problem to optimize a combination of satisfying
users’ cloud-provider preference and reducing the cost
caused by inter-cloud social propagation is proven to
be NP-hard in general. We design a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem, by iteratively partitioning
a propagation-weighted social graph — based on an
initial preference-aware partition, a propagation-aware
re-hosting dynamically reduces the inter-cloud propagation of the most active social connections. Trace-driven
simulations further demonstrate that our heuristic can
efficiently solve the multi-cloud hosting problem, and
our design achieves a good balance of the two objectives
under acceptable complexity — with only 12% user
preference degradation, our algorithm reduces 5/6 of the
inter-cloud data transfer cost.
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